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Statement of the Problem

• Established tumors harbor many mutations 
i d tin oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes

• Which are necessary for genesis and which 
for maintenance?

• Are the mutations leading to genesis g g
dispensable after a tumor is formed?



Hypothesis

A ti t d R i i dActivated Ras is required 
for tumor genesis and g

maintenance



The Model: Tyr/Tet±Ras transgenicThe Model: Tyr/Tet±Ras transgenic
in an INK4a-deficient background

Tyrosinase is the rate limiting enzyme in pigment synthesis

Why choose Ras and Ink 4?



Ras

• Mutated in up to 50% of epithelial• Mutated in up to 50% of epithelial 
malignancies into a “locked on” state
A iti l i t t f th f t• A critical integrator of growth factor 
proliferative and survival signaling



Why Ras?



INK4INK4
• Lost in familial malignant melanoma. 

• Deleted/inactivated in :
- 50% of T-cell Leukemia- 50% of T-cell Leukemia 
- 20% of B-cell Leukemia

many solid tumors:- many solid tumors: 
e.g. lung,pancreas,bladder, ovary



Ras is restrained by Ink 4
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Cyclin DInk 4

The INK4 inhibitors inhibit Cdks allosterically. They 
induce conformational changes that propagate toinduce conformational changes that propagate to 
the cyclin-binding site and interfere with cyclin 
binding. The INK4 inhibitors also distort the kinase 
active site and interfere with ATP bindingactive site and interfere with ATP binding.
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Figure 2. Activated Ras expression is necessary to maintain growth of
established cutaneous melanomas in vivo.
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Figure 3. Derived melanoma cell lines remain doxy responsive and form tumors 
in SCID mice
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Figure 4. VEGF does not sustain tumour viability following 
doxy withdrawal

R545 melanoma cells in cultures or 
R545-derived 

SCID tumours were subjected to
doxycycline withdrawal.

VEGF tumors
grew faster but 
collapsed 48h
after doxy was off





Conclusions

• Melanoma genesis and maintenanceMelanoma genesis and maintenance 
is strictly dependent on activated Ras
It’ t j t VEGF di ti th• It’s not just VEGF mediating the 
tumor maintenance effect of Ras


